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MAX LEAN (We Play // Tiger Records ) 
Housemusic, the love of my life… 

 
Max Lean, who was born and grew up in Brussels, is one of the big rising talents in the EDM scene. As a DJ, Producer and Musician 
he has been playing various instruments for over 15 years and focusing on electronic music for more than 10 years.  
He already played alongside Ummet Ozcan, Paul van Dyk, Deniz Koyu, Michael Calfan, 
Faul & Wad Ad, Plastik Funk, Jesse Voorn and many more and is hugely supported by them as well. 
Furthermore, Max was recruited for famous european party brands like Ibiza World Club Tour, Big City Beats, RTL II - Holi Gaudy 
Europe Tour… 
He also played shows in Ibiza, Amsterdam, Italy and Switzerland besides Germany. 
 
The reason which makes him so authentical is his unique mixture of funky, uplifting house, progressive melodies and lots of 
electronic beats. In addition, this young man is such an attracting because of his outstanding performances behind the decks. You 
really feel and see his passion for housemusic while you're listening to him. He takes the dancefloors to a higher level.  
 
"For me, it is all about sharing my passion with people" he says. "That’s why I am a DJ & Producer."  
 
His Debut-Single in 2012 together with Italian DJ & Producer Claudio Lari "I Don't Believe You" feat. Stephen Pickup, Vocalist of 
Mark Knight was released on S2G Pro. Furthermore, his hit-singles "Boulevard" and “Let Your Love” together with the upcoming 
talent Avaro blew the crowd away. 
  
“Please Take Me” together with Vocalist “Nick Sinckler” from London exceeded all expectations in may 2014 and kicked Max into the 
German Dance Charts Top 40.  
His latest single „Stars“ (released on Tiger Rec.) with Chris Montana and his mate Avaro, is the next club banger and reached #12 
on the MTV dance charts.  
 
Also his Remixes of „Feelin´ free“ - Cuebrick & Rockster (Vous Rec.) and „Eagles“ – W.A.L.D. feat. Diana Miro (Big Beef!) got early 
support from several big names in the house scene and entered the official dance charts. 
 
In 2015 big progressive productions & cooperations on well-known labels are on the way.  
His upcoming release „Guitar“, a progressive summer-anthem will be released on 11th july via RunDBN. 
 
Already confirmed shows in Ibiza, Amsterdam (during ADE), Italy and Switzerland indicate that Max is ready to takeover europes 
dancefloors and festivals. 
So stay tuned and keep your eyes on this young, talented and rising artist. 
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